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Abstract�

A harmonic drive is a compact� light�weight and high�ratio
torque transmission device which is used in many electrically ac�
tuated robot manipulators� In many robotic control strategies it
is assumed that the actuator is an ideal torque source� However�
converting harmonic drive systems to ideal torque sources is still
a challenging control problem for researchers� In this paper the
torque control of harmonic drive system is examined in detail�
An empirical nominal model for the system is obtained through
experimental frequency response estimates� and the deviation of
the system from the model is encapsulated by multiplicative un�
certainty� A robust torque controller is subsequently designed in
an H� �framework and implemented employing Kalman �ltered
torque estimates� Exceptional performance results are obtained
from the time and frequency response of the closed�loop system�
To further improve the performance of the system� a model�
based friction�compensation algorithm is implemented in addi�
tion to the robust torque control� It is shown that the friction�
compensation shrinks the model uncertainty at low frequencies�
Hence� the performance of the closed�loop system is improved
for tracking signals with low�frequency content�

I� Introduction

Robot manipulators require actuators with high torque
capability at low velocities� On the contrary� DC�motors
provide their operating torque only at high velocities�
Many electrically actuated robots therefore� use a gear
transmission to increase the torque and decrease the op�
erating speed� Among gear transmissions� harmonic drives
are high�ratio� compact and light�weight mechanisms with
almost no backlash� These unique performance features of
harmonic drives has captured the attention of designers�
This mechanical transmission� occasionally called �strain�
wave gearing�� employs a continuous de�ection wave along

Fig� �� Harmonic drive

non�rigid gear� named �exspline� This allow for gradual
engagement of gear teeth� but reduce the transmission sti��
ness and introduce vibration at the output shaft� This vi�
bration appears in output speed and torque of the system�
and is signi	cant at the resonant frequency of the system

���

In numerous robotic control techniques such as feedback
linearization� computed torque method and some adaptive
control schemes� actuator torque is taken to be the control
input 
��� 
��� 
�� The physical variable being manip�
ulated in practice� however� is not torque but armature
current in a DC motor� for instance� For harmonic drive
systems the relation between output torque and input cur�
rent possesses nonlinear dynamics� due to the �exibility�
Coulomb friction and structural damping of the harmonic
drive 
��� Therefore� it is desired to improve this in�
put�output relation by torque feedback� and to convert the
system to an ideal torque source with a �at frequency re�
sponse over a wide bandwidth� Brigdes et al� 
��� Kaneko et
al� 
��� Kazerooni 
�� and Kubo et al� 
�� are representative
of researchers who worked on this problem� Bridges used
a very simple linear model for the system� with PD torque
control 
��� His results show some improvement in tracking
error� but insu�cient performance near resonant frequency�
Kaneko also based his analysis on a simple model of the
system� but included nonlinear sti�ness in the system 
���
He then applied a feedforward loop to adjust for nonlinear
sti�ness and then a pure gain torque feedback to shape the
performance� Kazerooni considers a simple linear system
for the harmonic drive� and used a sensitivity loopshaping
technique to design a linear controller for the system 
���
Kubo et al� examined friction�compensation on harmonic
drives� and presented a stability analysis with experimental
veri	cation of the improved performance of the system 
���

In this paper torque�control of harmonic drive system
under free motion is restudied in details� First for the
system� It is shown that an empirical linear model ob�
tained from experimental frequency responses of the sys�
tem� and an uncertainty characterisation of this model
is su�cient to build a robust torque controller� Mixed�
sensitivity problem is solved for the controller design� and
the proposed controller is implemented and experimented�
The closed�loop performance in time and frequency do�
mains is shown to be exceptionally good� Then� in order
to further improve the performance of the system� a model�
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Fig� �� Picture of the experimental setup and its schematics

based friction�compensation algorithm is implemented in
addition to the robust torque control� It is shown that
the friction�compensation shrinks the model uncertainty at
low frequencies� Hence� the performance of the closed�loop
system is improved for tracking signals with low�frequency
content�

II� Experimental Setup

A harmonic drive testing station is employed to monitor
the behaviour of the system in free�motion experiments�
A picture of the setup and its schematics are illustrated in
Figure �� in which the harmonic drive is driven by a DC
motor� and a load inertia is used to simulate the robot arm
for unrestrained motion� In this setup� a brushed DC mo�
tor from Electro�Craft is used� Its weight is ��� grammes�
with maximum rated torque of ��� Nm� and torque con�
stant of ������ Nm�amp� The servo ampli	er is a ��
Watts Electro�Craft power ampli	er� The harmonic drive
is from RHS series of HD systems� with gear ratio of ����
and rated torque of �� Nm�
The setup is equipped with a tachometer to measure the

motor velocity� and an encoder on the load side to measure
the output position� The current applied to the DC motor
is measured from the servo ampli	er output and the out�
put torque is measured by a Wheatstone bridge of strain
gauges mounted directly on the �exspline 
��� The details
of torque sensing technique is elaborated in 
��� These
signals were processed by several data acquisition boards
and monitored by a C��� Challenger processor executing
compiled computer C codes� Moreover� Siglab 
��� a DSP
hardware linked to Matlab� is used for frequency response
analysis of the system� This hardware is capable of gener�
ating sine�sweep� random� and chirp function inputs to the
system� and analyse the output signals and generate online
frequency response estimates of the system�

III� H��Based Torque Control

To capture the system dynamics accurately� it is neces�
sary to consider nonlinear models for friction and struc�
tural damping 
��� However� for the purpose of control� a
simple linear model for the system is su�cient for synthe�
sis� An empirical nominal model for the system is derived

using experimental frequency response on the system� as
addressed in detail in 
��� 
��� Moreover� the frequency
response variation of the system is encapsulated by multi�
plicative uncertainty� Figure � illustrates some experimen�
tal frequency responses of the system with di�erent input
amplitudes� the nominal model frequency response� and
the variations in frequency response using multiplicative
uncertainty�

The nominal model for the system is found to be a third
order stable and minimum phase transfer function as fol�
lows�

Torque

Ref Voltage
�

����� �s� �����

s� � ���s� � ���� ��s� ���� ��

��
which has three stable poles at ������� and ������� �
������j� The uncertainty weighting function which is the
upper bound of di�erent uncertainty frequency plots is ap�
proximated by a second order system as�

W�s� �

�
s� ��

��

��
���

The control objective can be de	ned as robustly stabiliz�

ing the system� while maintaining good disturbance attenu�

ation and small tracking error� despite the actuator satura�

tion� This objective is well�suited to the general H� prob�
lem� This control objective is translated into the general
H� problem and solved using ��synthesis toolbox of Mat�
lab in a similar way as elaborated in 
��� As illustrated
in Figure � performance�weighting functions are selected
considering the physical limitations of the system� The ac�
tuator saturation�weighting function is considered to be a
constant� by which the maximum expected input ampli�
tude never saturates the actuator� Its value is estimated
to be ����� for free load experiments� The sensitivity�
performance function is assigned to be Ws�s� �

s���	
�
s����� �

This weighing function indicates that at low frequencies�
the closed�loop system should reject disturbance at the
output by a factor of �� to � Expressed di�erently� steady�
state tracking errors due to step input should be less than
� � or less�

The controller designed using ��synthesis toolbox of
Matlab has the following transfer function�

C�s� �
������ ���s� �����s� ����� ����j�

�s� �����s� �����s� ��������s� ��� ���
���
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Fig� �� Block diagram of system in H� framework
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Fig� �� Frequency response of the system� nominal model� and mul�
tiplicative uncertainty

The controller zeros cancel the stable poles of the nomi�
nal plant� while the poles shape the closed�loop sensitivity
function to lie beneath the weighting functionWs�

IV� Controller Performance

To verify the controller performance both simulations
and experiments have been utilized� Here we only report
the experimental results which are more convincing� To
implement the controller in practice� bilinear discretization
is performed with one kHz sampling frequency� The per�
formance of the closed�loop system is evaluated in both
frequency and time domain� The frequency domain per�
formance of the closed�loop system is obtained from the
closed�loop frequency response of the system and is il�
lustrated in Figure �� The experimental sensitivity and
complementary sensitivity functions are shown to be un�
derneath the inverse of sensitivity weighting functionWs�
and uncertainty weighting function W respectively� Also
the Nyquist plot for the loop�gain of the system is derived
from the experimental sensitivity functions� and the phase
margin for the system is found to be about ��o� These
results are an experimental veri	cation of the H� design
claim to preserve robust stability while shaping the perfor�
mance as desired�

The time responses of the system to di�erent reference
input signals are illustrated in Figure �� The dotted lines
are the measured output torque of the system� which is
tracking the solid line� the reference command� very fast
and accurately� Although our designed bandwidth was
about � rad�sec� sinusoid inputs up to � Hz ��� rad�sec�
are shown to be well tracked� The step response is fast with
a steady�state error less than � �� as required� Tracking
of the system to triangular signal is especially sharp at
the edges� and the tracking to an arbitrary signal is shown
to be very fast and well�behaved� The main di�erence be�
tween harmonic drive free motion experiments and the con�
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Fig� �� Closed	loop frequency performance

strained motion experiments is that in free motion case the
output torque is relatively small� and therefore� the signal
to noise ratio are higher than that for constrained motion
case� as given in 
��� However� for both cases fast and
accurate closed loop responses are obtained using H� con�
trollers�

V� Friction�Compensation

To improve the closed�loop performance of the system
under free�motion� we applied a friction�compensation al�
gorithm to the open�loop system� As illustrated in Fig�
ure �� the frequency response of the system under free�
motion possess signi	cant variations at low frequencies�
This is mainly caused by the nonlinear behaviour of friction
which is dominant at low frequencies� In 
��� a complete
model of harmonic drive friction was presented as Coulomb�
viscous and Stribeck friction� Friction parameters were
carefully identi	ed from experiments� and it is illustrated
that the e�ect of Coulomb and Viscous friction is signif�
icant for free�motion experiments� while Stribeck friction
remains apparent in low�velocity experiments� Therefore�
in the sequel study we only compensate for Coulomb and
viscous friction�

A� Friction�Compensation Algorithm

The equation governing the harmonic drive friction can
be written as 
���

Tfric� ��� � Tvnu����
��� �� � Tvpu���

��� �� �

Tsnu����
���sign� ��� � Tspu���

���sign� ��� ���

where

u
��
�x� �

�
 if x � �
� if x � �

���

Tvn and Tvp are the viscous friction coe�cient depending
on the direction of the velocity� and Tsn and Tsp are the
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Fig� 
� Closed	loop time performance of the system employing
Kalman �ltered torque and robust controller

Coulomb friction coe�cients as illustrated in Figure �� For
the McGill setup the identi	ed parameters are 
��� Tvn �

��� � �
��

� Tvp � ��� � �
��

�N�m�sec�rad�� Tsn � ��� �

�
��

� and Tsp � ���� �
��

�N�m��

The idea of friction�compensation is to estimate the fric�
tion torque at each instant from the measured velocity of
the system� and to increase the reference command to the
servo�amp corresponding to the estimated friction� Ide�
ally� estimated friction should be equal to the actual fric�
tion� however� the magnitude of the friction depends on
the operating condition� and special care must be taken so
that over�compensation does not occur� which introduces
instability into the system� For our experimental setup
only �� � of the estimated friction is compensated in order
to avoid over�compensation� as suggested by Kubo et al�

��� Another practical issue in the friction�compensation
algorithm is the method of implementing hard nonlinear
Coulomb friction� The estimated friction will change sign
as velocity crosses zero� In practice� however� the velocity
measurement is sampled� and hence� zero velocity crossing
may never coincide at the sampling instants� Moreover� the
velocity signal is always contaminated with noise� and at
low velocity several unrealistic zero crossing may appear�

T
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TTorque
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sp
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Fig� �� Identi�ed Coulomb and viscous friction curve for harmonic
drive systems

To avoid chattering in friction�compensation� a threshold

velocity was introduced in the literature 
�� 
�� to smooth
the hard nonlinearity of Coulomb friction� Including the
threshold velocity ��t the 	nal friction estimation function
will be as follows�

Tfric �

����
���

Tvp
�� � Tsp

�� � ��t
Tvp �� � Tsp j ��j � ��t  Vref � �

Tvn
�� � Tsn j ��j � ��t  Vref � �

Tvn
�� � Tsn

�� � ��t
���

in which Vref is the reference voltage commanded to the

servo�amp� and the threshold velocity is set to ��t �
 �rad�sec� for the experiments� Within the threshold ve�
locity region the direction of the friction torque is deter�
mined by the sign of the reference command signal instead
of the velocity� It is veri	ed by experiments that this repre�
sentation of the friction torque at low velocities eliminates
the chattering problem�
Figure � illustrates the Block diagram of friction�

compensation algorithm implemented on the setup� The
corresponding reference command compensating for the
friction is estimated by dividing the friction torque esti�
mate by the motor torque constant Km�N�m�amp� and
by the servo�amp gain Gamp�amp�volt�� as illustrated in
Figure ��

B� System Model and its Reduced Uncertainty

Similar to the free�motion case� an empirical nominal
model for the system including the friction�compensation
can be derived using experimental frequency response�
Figure � illustrates the empirical frequency responses of
the system with friction�compensation� including nominal
model and its uncertainty weighting function� The e�ect

K     G m amp

Servo-Amp System

Friction Estimation
1

+

+Ref

Voltage

Current
Torque

Velocity

Fig� � Block diagram of the friction	compensation algorithm
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of friction�compensation on the variation of the frequency
response estimates at low frequencies is clearly seen when
compared to Figure �� The friction�compensated system
behaves more linearly at low frequencies� and hence� the
uncertainty of the system shrinks at low frequencies� from
���� dB to �� dB� The uncertainty measure of the sys�
tem is therefore� not only used in H� synthesis to design
the controller� but also as a gauge of the e�ectiveness of
the friction�compensation algorithm�

A nominal model for the friction�compensated system is
taken to be the following third�order stable and minimum�
phase transfer function

Torque

Ref Voltage
�

���� �s� �����

s� � �����s� � ���s� ���� ��
���

which has three stable poles at ������� and ������� �
������j� and a DC�gain of ����� dB� The uncertainty

weighting function is approximated byW�s� �
�
s���	
�����

	�
�

C� H��Based Torque Control

Similar to the free�motion case� for the friction�
compensated system a controller is designed using an H��
framework� The sensitivity weighting function is assigned
Ws�s� �

s���	
�
s����� with a bandwidth of ��� �rad�sec�� which

compared to ��� �rad�sec� bandwidth in free�motion sys�
tem is a signi	cant improvement� The � � steady state
tracking error is maintained� while in another trial� it
has been shown that � � tracking error assignment is
also achievable� but with a bandwith of ��� �rad�sec��
The actuator saturation�weighting function is set to be
������ the same as was assigned in system without friction�
compensation� The controllers were designed using the
��synthesis toolbox of Matlab by solving the mixed�
sensitivity problem explained in x V�C� For friction�
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Fig� ��� Closed	loop frequency performance comparison of the
system with and without friction	compensation� Dashed �
With friction	compensation� Dash�Dotted � Without friction	
compensation

compensated system controller transfer function is�

C
FC
�s� �

����� ���s� ��������s� ����� �����j�

�s� �����s� ���s� �������s� ���� ���
���

with a DC�gain of �� dB�

VI� Closed�Loop Performance Comparison

To compare the performance of the closed�loop system
with and without friction�compensation� frequency do�
main sensitivity and complementary sensitivity functions
are shown in Figure �� The friction�compensated system
has a smaller sensitivity function at low frequencies� com�
pared to the system without friction�compensation� how�
ever� its complementary sensitivity function shows larger
overshoot close to the resonance frequency� Nevertheless�
this is well below the inverse of the uncertainty weight�
ing function� and hence� the robust stability has not de�
teriorated� The performance comparison of the system in
time�domain is illustrated in Figure � For low�frequency
sinusoid and triangular signals friction�compensation has
improved the performance while for signals with high fre�
quency content the performance is not improved� as il�
lustrated for � Hz sinusoid and squared signals� Over
all� for the applications where signals with low frequency
content should be tracked� this comparison suggest that
the friction�compensation will result in a superior per�
formance� However� for the applications where high fre�
quencies are involved �step response for instance� friction�
compensation doesn!t contribute to performance� This is
because as illustrated in Figure � friction�compensation
will linearize the system only at low�frequencies� and more�
over� a percentage of the servo�amp power is consumed for
the friction�compensation� so less power is available for
high frequency trackings� In our experimental setup� de�
pending on the output velocity� �� ��� of the servo�amp
power was utilized for friction�compensation algorithm�
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Fig� ��� Closed	loop time response comparison of the system with
and without friction	compensation� Solid � Reference command�
Dash�Dotted � With friction	compensation� Dotted � Without
friction	compensation

VII� Conclusions

In this paper the torque control of harmonic drive sys�
tems for free motion case is examined in detail� To design
a torque controller an empirical nominal model for the sys�
tem is obtained through experimental frequency response
estimates using kalman 	ltered torques as the output of
the system� It is shown that by this means there is no
need to resort to a nonlinear model for the system 
���
By this method not only a nominal model for the system
can be proposed� but also the deviation of the nonlinear
system from the nominal model can be encapsulated in a
model uncertainty� This representation provides su�cient
information to build a robust torque controller for the har�
monic drive system� Solving the mixed�sensitivity prob�
lem for a tracking and disturbance attenuation objective� a
fourth�order H� controller is designed respecting the ac�
tuator saturation limits� By implementing the controller�
the performance of the closed�loop system is evaluated ex�
perimentally� It is shown that the closed�loop system re�
tains robust stability� while improving the tracking perfor�
mance exceptionally well� To further improve the perfor�
mance of the system for the free�motion case� a model�
based friction�compensation algorithm is implemented� It

is shown that compensation of estimated Coulomb and vis�
cous friction reduces the system frequency response vari�
ations� and hence� model uncertainty� The uncertainty
measure is therefore� not only used for control synthesis�
but also as a quantitative indicator of the e�ectiveness of
the friction�compensation algorithm� By comparison of the
frequency and time domain performance of the system with
and without friction�compensation� it is concluded that
friction�compensation improves the performance of the sys�
tem improved for tracking signals with low�frequency con�
tent�
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